L: Yabbies (JT)
R: Kookaburra (JT)
L: Koala (JG)
R: Golden Wattle (JT)
L: Wood Duck (JT)
R: Short-beaked
Echidna (JG)

40 THINGS TO DO IN

STURT GORGE RECREATION PARK

looking after the park

L: Western Grey
Kangaroo (JT)
R: Christmas Bush (JT)

A park that’s familiar to so many with endless things to discover and new places to explore.
Let the story continue as your new adventures unfold and together, discover its natural beauty
and make memories that will last.
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Keep wildlife wild: feeding wild animals can be
harmful to their health as they rely on natural food
sources to provide them with their nutritional
requirements. They can also develop a dependence
on unnatural food and become aggressive as a result.
Observe only from a distance.
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I Share my Trail: If bike riding in the park remember to
keep left, ride slow, and say G’day.

Leave things as you found them: By staying on the
trails you can prevent trampling of native plants and
damaging the natural habitat of wildlife - the park is
home to some fragile and rare plants and animals that
we all need to protect.
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The Lead: Remember to keep your dog on a lead to
protect our wildlife, your dog and for other visitor’s
safety. Pick up after your dog too!

Care for Wildlife: Always be quiet around wildlife
and keep your dog on a lead as they can scare and
sometimes harm wildlife.

natureplaysa.org.au

Leave nothing but footprints: By taking all your
rubbish with you, we can ensure wildlife are safe and
the creeks and surrounding areas are as healhty as
possible.

The Park is closed on days of Catastrophic Fire Danger and may be
closed on days of Extreme Fire Danger and Severe Weather.

Adelaide families consider Sturt Gorge Recreation Park an
oasis to walk, ride bikes or horses, marvel at the geology and
simply explore the natural world. The gorge with its amazing
geological formations and grassy woodland slopes provide
the opportunity to discover nature, walk or ride trails to suit
all levels of fitness and enjoy the gorge vista.

tillite that is believed to have formed from glacial material
dropped from ice floating in the ocean that covered South
Australia 800 million years ago!

Internationally recognised for its special vegetation and
geological significance, Sturt Gorge Recreation Park protects
some of the last remaining nationally threatened Greybox
Grassy Woodland, once abundant across southern Australia.
The park is also home to a rock formation, known as Sturt

The Park is cared for by park rangers and the passionate
Friends of Sturt Gorge Recreation Park who work hard to
conserve the Park’s flora and fauna.

PROUDLY
SUPPORTED BY

You can download a map for Sturt Gorge Recreation from
environment.sa.gov.au/parks

park profile
Name: Sturt Gorge Recreation Park.
First established: 1970’s.
Size: 435ha.

This resource is part of the Park of the Month, an initiative run in partnership
between Nature Play SA and the Department of Environment, Water and
Natural Resources. Photos by Jason Tyndall (JT) and Jeremy Gramp (JG).

The Kaurna Aboriginal people are the original inhabitants of
the area.

Location: Sturt Gorge lies in the foothills of the
Mount Lofty Ranges, 13 Kilometres south of Adelaide
between the suburbs of Bellevue Heights and
Flagstaff Hill

Some uncommon species: Sacred Kingfisher,
Peregrine Falcon and Crescent Honeyeater
Endangered Plant Community: Grey Box Grassy
Woodland (Eucalyptus microcarpa)

Cover photo: Deb Shaw

AUTUMN

WINTER

SPRING

SUMMER

Fungi, moss and lichen await the autumn rain to come to life
on rocks, the ground, logs or trees.

Winter in the park sees fog, mist and rain as the creeks and
waterfalls flow, fungi emerge as wildflowers begin to wake,

Spring in the park sees the air fill with the scent of
hundreds of wildflowers and the soft hum of insects.

Summer in the park sees families and wildlife seeking the
shade of old trees,

If you look closely you’re bound to discover and find things
you’ve never seen.

Echidnas are on the move and Golden Wattles eventually bloom,
the park prepares for spring and is full of life on any path you
take.

The warm sunshine, drifting clouds and deep blue sky
set the scene for adventures that you’ll never forget.

whilst the Christmas Bush blooms as their beautiful scent
drifts through the summer breeze.
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Head to the Craigburn Farm Dam and watch
the Australian Wood Ducks cruising on the
water- How many can you count?
Discover fields of Pink Garland Lilies that
have emerged after the first rains.
Walk the de Rose Trail and watch a flock of
Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos fly through
the Gorge.
Listen to the wind blowing through the
Sheoaks on the ridges along Lomandra,
Tapa Turrungka or the de Rose Trails.
Look out for echidna diggings – maybe
you’ll even see a Short-Beaked Echidna as
they forage for ants to eat.
Say ‘hello’ the Friends of Sturt Gorge
Recreation Park, who work regularly each
week in the gorge; or even join them for a
working bee.
Bushwalking is a fantastic way to connect
with nature, keep fit and spend time with
family and friends; there are many walks to
choose from that cater for all abilities- start
with the easy Little River Trail featuring
views of the spring-fed creek down to
the lake.
Find the biggest gum tree along the Marri
Track and see how many different kinds of
moss and fungi you spot along the way too.
Hike the Tapa Turrungka Trail where you will
meander through ancient Grey Box Grassy
Woodland as the trees begin to flower. This
is `the path on the ridge’, in the language of
the Kaurna people.
Venture down to the Sturt River and look for
tadpoles in the ponds and listen out for the
crick-crick-crick of the Common Froglet.
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After rain, see the waterfalls flowing along
Magpie Creek or in the Gorge itself.
Keep an eye out for old artillery shell holes
below Tapa Turrungka Trail off Eve Road.
Whilst out walking in the park spot a Koala
resting in the fork of a gum tree digesting
their meal of leaves.
Discover the ruins along the Magpie Creek
Trail – how many rooms can you see?
Gaze over the simmering water whilst
standing at the Sturt Gorge Dam Wall lookout.
Marvel at the rock formation, known as
Sturt tillite that is believed to have been
formed from glacial material dropped from
ice floating in the ocean that covered South
Australia 800 million years ago.
If you’re lucky enough to visit the park a
few weeks after a soaking rain, you will be
rewarded with wildflowers and the sound of
frogs in flowing creeks. Explore the creek and
test what natural materials float.
Take the lead and go for a walk or run with
your dog on one of the many trails through
the park; such as the aptly named Walk the
Dog, with sweeping hillside views (remember
to keep dogs on a lead at all times).
In late winter head out along Cow Bones Loop
Trail and spot the yellow-flowering Golden
Wattle as it begins to bloom.
On a cold winter’s morning, rug up with your
gum boots and a camera and explore the
trails around the park as the fog and mist
drift through the trees - see what wildlife you
can capture on your camera (or sketch it in a
nature journal).

In old trees throughout the Park you may spot hollows where birds and possums
raise their families. Tree hollows can take over 100 years to develop so we need
to protect them!
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Enjoy all of the beautiful wildflowers
throughout the park as they burst into bloom
over the season – how many colours can you
spot? Remember to look and don’t touch as
the insects need to pollinate the flowers to
produce seed.
Look for yabbies in the shallows during late
spring as you walk along the river trail.
Keep quiet and look for birds nesting in
the hollows of an old River Red Gum at the
junction of Magpie Creek and the Sturt River.
Select one of the many trails and walk to the
sound of the birds and insects (you’ll soon
forget you’re only 13km from the city!).
Make a day of it and hike the River Trail, an
adventurous route which takes you through
the Sturt River valley and explores the rugged
beauty of Sturt Gorge with its significant
geological history; where you will discover
rock formations believed to be 800 million
years old.
Find yourself immersed amongst nationally
threatened Greybox Grassy Woodland along
the Lomandra Trail; look for the distinctive
bark on the tree.
Walk down Parrianna Link Trail and find
yourself a shady spot to enjoy a family picnic
by the picturesque spring fed cascades of the
Sturt River.
The Lakeview Trail is perfect for taking a
stroll around the lake away from the hustle
and bustle. Find a place to close your eyes
and listen to the sound of birds, soft hum of
insects and take in the many scents of spring.
Ride your bike and experience a bit of
everything the mountain bike trails have to
offer such as the fun Gunners Run Trail which
can be ridden in both directions.
Do some bird watching and look out for older
trees with hollows being used by birds such as
Sulphur Crested Cockatoos, Galahs, Adelaide
Rosellas and Kookaburras.

Take a photo or video of Eastern Water
Skinks basking in the sun and chasing each
other on the rocks by the river.
See birds finding precious water along
Spring Creek, enjoying the revegetation at
either end of the trail.
Spot a cloud of butterflies feeding on the
nectar from sprays of white flowers on the
Christmas Bush. Take some time to smell
their sweet scented flowers.
Look out for the diverse range of native
animals which come to drink at the
waterholes along the Sturt River.
Watch the Western Grey Kangaroos graze in
the early evening on the grassy slopes of the
old Craigburn Farm site.
Rest atop one of the hills surrounding Sturt
Gorge and watch the sunset over the Gorge
as the golden rays illuminate the sky.
Horners Corners Trail is an easy and fun,
surfaced trail that links with local council
shared-use paths; meaning you can extend
your ride or walk for longer in the adjacent
parkland.
Ride your horse along the Surf and Turf Trail
and enjoy the views of both the old pastures
and the sea.
Visit Craigburn Farm and admire the
magnificent views whilst riding your bike
or taking a walk along the Sidewinder Trail
which hugs the hillside.
Whilst walking on the Lomandra Trail you’ll
observe a variety of native grasses such as
Kangaroo, Wallaby and Spear Grasses.

